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Trillian is a fully featured, stand-alone, skinnable chat client that supports AIM, ICQ, MSN, Yahoo Messenger and IRC. Trillian
provides capabilities not possible with original network clients, while supporting standard features such as audio chat, group
chats, file transfers, buddy icons, chat rooms, multiple simultaneous connections to the same network, server-side contact
importing, typing notification, direct connection (AIM), proxy support, encrypted messaging (AIM/ICQ), SMS support, and
privacy settings. Trillian is the most widely-used multi-protocol chat client on the market. In addition to AIM, ICQ, MSN, and
Yahoo, Trillian supports IMX, Jabber, IRC, as well as all major instant messaging networks (AIM, ICQ, MSN, Yahoo, Google
Talk). Trillian is a fully supported open source project, and there are more than 1000 active developers working to provide the
most feature-rich, and most reliable, multi-protocol chat client available on any platform. Who is Your Trillian? is the very first
Trillian style skinned for Windows Mobile 6. Trillian for Windows Mobile is available only from the official Trillian site.
Trillian for Windows Mobile works in tandem with Trillian for Pocket PC and Trillian for Symbian and requires a Trillian for
Windows Mobile (PDA) license to work with Trillian for Pocket PC and Trillian for Symbian. Trillian for Pocket PC
Description: Trillian is a fully featured, stand-alone, skinnable chat client that supports AIM, ICQ, MSN, Yahoo Messenger and
IRC. Trillian provides capabilities not possible with original network clients, while supporting standard features such as audio
chat, group chats, file transfers, buddy icons, chat rooms, multiple simultaneous connections to the same network, server-side
contact importing, typing notification, direct connection (AIM), proxy support, encrypted messaging (AIM/ICQ), SMS support,
and privacy settings. Trillian is the most widely-used multi-protocol chat client on the market. In addition to AIM, ICQ, MSN,
and Yahoo, Trillian supports IMX, Jabber, IRC, as well as all major instant messaging networks (AIM, ICQ, MSN, Yahoo,
Google Talk). Trillian is a fully supported open source project, and there are more than 1000 active developers working to
provide the most feature-rich, and
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This Macro helps you to speed up your Trillian contacts searches. This allows you to perform multiple contacts lookups at once
without the use of any additional software. You can easily add your contacts to the macro so that you can just click the icon
once and your contacts will be directly searched and displayed in the Trillian window. KEEP REMOVING CONTACTS: This
macro allows you to remove your contacts one at a time or all at once from the database. ALTERNATIVE CONTACT
SEARCH: If you would like to simply search all of the contacts you have for one of your contacts in the database, simply select
one of your contacts, then select 'Alternate Search' in the 'More' column, and it will search all of your contacts that match the
selected contact. CONTACT GALLERY: This macro allows you to browse all of your contacts in your contacts database. This
is useful when you have a large contacts database. KEYMACRO Version: Version: 1.00 - This macro works with all Macros
License: GNU General Public License Author: voodooohne Please visit to download the full version of the Trillian macro
authoring software. Hide My IP shows you your current IP address, or lets you generate a new one. It also shows you where your
IP is coming from and if it is changing, and can hide all your IP traffic on any program you use. You can even add a search
domain to find your IP in a few seconds. Uptime Automation is a powerfull time tracking tool that can be used in many ways to
keep on top of your statistics. With Uptime Automation you can configure Uptime to send you a quick alert if an event occurs.
Simply choose from a number of available alerts and configure how often you want the alert to occur. Uptime Automation can
be run as a Web Service or local install that can send email alerts, faxes, SMS messages, pager alerts or even phone calls. You
can have multiple Uptime systems running for multiple hosts on your network that can all generate alerts for the same events.
Uptime Automation can also be used to monitor the availability of a server based on its uptime, or even the availability of a
specific process or website. Uptime is simple to set up and configure, and with a few minutes you will 77a5ca646e
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Trillian is a stand-alone free software version of the Trillian client, a cross-platform messenger software originally designed for
use in the education and business sectors. System requirements: - At least 1 GB RAM (2 GB is recommended) - 15 GB free
hard disk space (can be located in your home directory, in your desktop, or in your music collection) - 64-bit Java runtime
environment (Java 6 Update 10, or later) - 25 MB free disk space to install the software (can be located in your home directory,
in your desktop, or in your music collection) - AIM, ICQ, MSN, Yahoo Messenger, and IRC connections, AIM and ICQ
passwords, and the last logins to those accounts - External hard drive, CD-ROM, or other means to transfer downloaded files - A
mouse or other means to navigate the software interface - Plug-in-free browser, such as Firefox or Internet Explorer 7 1024x768 minimum resolution - Windows Vista Home Premium, Windows 7, or later Trillian is a stand-alone free software
version of the Trillian client, a cross-platform messenger software originally designed for use in the education and business
sectors. Without stealing your home page and with no other included software, pop-ups, or spyware, Trillian provides unique
functionality such as contact message history, a powerful skinning language, tabbed messaging, global status changes (set all
networks away at once), Instant Lookup (automatic Wikipedia integration), contact alerts, an advanced automation system to
trigger events based on anything happening in the client, docking, hundreds of emoticons, emotisounds, shell extensions for file
transfers, and systray notifications. Description: Trillian is a stand-alone free software version of the Trillian client, a crossplatform messenger software originally designed for use in the education and business sectors. System requirements: - At least 1
GB RAM (2 GB is recommended) - 15 GB free hard disk space (can be located in your home directory, in your desktop, or in
your music collection) - 64-bit Java runtime environment (Java 6 Update 10, or later) - 25 MB free disk space to install the
software (can be located in your home directory, in your desktop, or in your music collection) - AIM, ICQ, MSN, Yahoo
Messenger, and IRC connections, AIM and ICQ passwords, and
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In this tutorial we will learn how to use Trillian as a chat client. Trillian is a very good and very light-weight stand-alone chat
client for most chat networks such as AIM, ICQ, MSN, Yahoo Messenger, etc. 7. Eagle Eye Spy - Internet/Chat/Browsers...
Eagle Eye Spy Pro is a powerful application, which enables you to see your friends, messages, chats, instant messages on your
computer. The spy is a skinnable software, and you can easily change its skins. It is an unique software which allows you to see
the screen activity of your friends, monitor their chatting, even if they don't use any chat software. The best part is, you can
view all the screens activity without any time limit, even if the user has limited the time. All you have to do is to install the
software.... 8. X-Chat - Communications/Chat/Browsers... X-Chat is a cross-platform X Client for X-Window System. The X
Client supports both text and graphical mode (including colored text, colors, beep, and background) with an updated AIM
protocol support. X-Chat supports all existing chat protocols. The most common include: AIM, MSN, Yahoo, Jabber, ICQ, IRC,
Bonjour, Gadu-Gadu, MySpace/Facebook, Google Talk, and IRC. X-Chat supports graphical rendering, includes Web, Email
and Desktop Clients, provides unique features and is coded in C++. X-Chat is a skinnable program. It also supports
customizable user, tab, layout, sound, and skin selection. In addition, X-Chat is highly configurable, and the user can create his
or her own custom skins. X-Chat can be freely... 9. Chat Buddy - Internet/Chat/Instant Messaging... Chat Buddy is a stand alone,
skinnable, professional Instant Messaging (IM) Client for AIM, MSN, Yahoo, Jabber, ICQ, IRC, Gadu-Gadu,
MySpace/Facebook, and Google Talk. Chat Buddy is a stand alone IM Client which offers a great number of features not found
in any other IM Client. Chat Buddy offers both Skype like instant messaging and IM, audio/video chat, and image transfer, the
ability to upload images, skins, and theme support, the ability to view the list of friends, messages, and chat windows, automatic
buddy and contact list importing, buddy scanning, multiple simultaneous connections to the same network, group chats, and
web... 10. Chat Master - Internet/Instant Messaging... Chat Master is a skinnable, stand-alone, Instant Messaging (IM) Client
with a superb design and a powerful features set. With Chat Master, you can
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System Requirements For Portable Trillian (For U3):
1. Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit & 64bit) 2. Dual Core Processor or better 3. 2 GB RAM 4. DirectX9 graphics card 5. 30.0 MB
free hard disk space 6. 1280x720 resolution display Laptop or computer/portable device: 1. Laptop or computer/portable
device: 3. 1 GB RAM 4. OpenGL 2.0 graphics card
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